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Abstract: In this paper, a method for extending the bandwidth of a symmetrical operational transconductance amplifier (OTA) circuit 
is proposed. Resistive compensation technique is applied to all current mirrors of the symmetrical OTA circuit. A passive resistor 
is connected between the gate and the drain of each primary transistor of the current mirrors in the symmetrical OTA structure. 
The performance of the proposed OTA with extended transconductance bandwidth is analyzed by implementing filter structures. 
The advantage of using the resistive compensation technique is demonstrated. The proposed symmetrical OTA and the filters are 
simulated with LTSPICE by using TSMC 0.18 μm CMOS process parameters.
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Metoda razširjene pasovne širine na simetričnem 
operacijskem ojačevalniku in filtru
Izvleček: V članku je predlagana metoda za razširitev pasovne širine vezja simetričnega ojačevalnika (OTA). Tehnika uporovne 
kompenzacije je uporabljena na vseh zrcalih simetričnega vezja OTA. Pasivni upor je vezan med vrati in ponorom vsakega primarnega 
tranzistorja trenutnih zrcal v simetrični OTA strukturi. Učinkovitost predlaganega OTA z razširjeno pasovno širino transkonduktance je 
analizirana z uporabo filtrirnih struktur. Dokazana je prednost uporabe uporovne kompenzacijske tehnike. Predlagani simetrični OTA in 
filtri so simulirani z LTSPICE v TSMC 0,18 μm CMOS tehnologiji.

Ključne besede: Simetrični OTA, razširjena pasovna širina, filter, tehnika uporovne kompenzacije
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1 Introduction

Operational transconductance amplifiers (OTA) are 
significant active elements for continuous-time signal 
processing applications. In the literature, many OTA 
based circuit blocks such as filters [1-6], oscillators [7-9], 
mem-elements [10-11] and inductance simulators [12-
14] etc. have been reported. For several applications 
operating at high frequencies, it is necessary to use in-
tegrated circuits with wide bandwidth. Therefore, a re-
sistive compensation technique can be used to widen 
bandwidth of the circuits [15-17]. A wide bandwidth 

second-generation current conveyor based four-quad-
rant mixed mode analogue multiplier is presented in 
[15]. A conventional low voltage cascode current mir-
ror is analyzed in [16].

In this paper, a symmetrical operational transconduct-
ance amplifier with extended transconductance band-
width is proposed. Resistive compensation technique is 
applied to the current mirrors of the OTA in order to in-
crease the transconductance bandwidth. The transcon-
ductance of the OTA can be adjusted electronically by 
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changing the biasing current and resistive compensa-
tion technique can be applied to the circuit with dif-
ferent resistor values. Temperature performance of the 
OTA is analyzed for different temperatures. In addition, 
in order to demonstrate the performance of the pro-
posed OTA, it is used in a second order low-pass filter 
structure. Both symmetrical OTA and filter circuits are 
analyzed with LTSPICE using 0.18 µm TSMC CMOS pro-
cess parameters.

2 Extended bandwidth symmetrical 
OTA

Resistive compensation technique is applied to the 
symmetrical OTA in order to extend its bandwidth. A 
passive resistor is connected between the gate and 
drain of each main transistor of the current mirrors in 
the presented symmetrical OTA. The current mirror 
circuits without and with resistive compensation are 
given in Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b.

       (a)           (b)
Figure 1: Simple current mirror (a) without resistive 
compensation (b) with resistive compensation.

Small signal models of the simple current mirrors with-
out and with resistive compensation are given in Fig. 2a 
and Fig. 2b, respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Small-signal model of the current mirrors (a) 
without resistive compensation (b) with resistive com-
pensation.

By considering transistors M1 and M2 are identical, the 
relationship between the input and the output cur-

rents is given in [15] as the following equations for the 
simple current mirror circuit for which the equivalent 
circuit given in Fig. 2a (Cgs1 = Cgs2 = Cgs, ro1 = ro2 = ro, gm1 = 
gm2 = gm). The bandwidth of the circuit depends on the 
gate-source capacitance Cgs and transconductance gm 
as given in Eq (2) [15].
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After the resistive compensation technique is applied 
to a simple current mirror (equivalent circuit given in 
Fig. 2b), the relationship between the input and the 
output currents is given by Eq (3) [15]. By choosing the 
value of resistor as R = 1/gm, the expression for frequen-
cy as given in Eq (4) is obtained. It can be seen from the 
equation that the bandwidth of the current mirror with 
compensation technique is increased by a factor of two 
compared to the simple current mirror [15].
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The symbol and the CMOS realization of a symmetrical 
OTA with extended transconductance bandwidth are 
shown in Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b, respectively. The terminal 
relations of the symmetrical OTA is given by Eq (5) as 
follows;

+ -
o m i iI =g (V -V )     (5)

The supply voltages and biasing current are chosen 
as VDD = – VSS = 1.5V and IB = 400 µA, respectively. The 
transconductance of the OTA is calculated as 1.02 mA/V 
and the passive resistors are taken as RP1 = RP2 = RN = 1/
gm = 980Ω. The aspect ratios of the transistors are given 
in Table 1. The frequency dependence of the transcon-
ductances of a symmetrical OTA without and with resis-
tive compensation is given in Fig. 4a and the zoomed-
in version is shown in Fig. 4b. It can be seen that the 
bandwidth of the gm is extended by approximately .
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implementations passive resistors can be replaced by 
MOS resistors.

Table 1: Transistors aspect ratios.

Transistors W(μm) L(μm)
M1, M2 0.72 0.18

M3, M4, M5, M6 1.8 0.18
M7, M8 5.4 0.18

VDD=-VSS=1.5 V, IB=400 µA, RP1=RP2=RN=980 Ω

Figure 5: Transconductance gains of the symmetrical 
OTA without and with resistive compensation for differ-
ent biasing currents.

The temperature performance of the symmetrical OTA 
with resistive compensation is simulated for the resis-
tor values of 1.25 kΩ and 980 Ω for various tempera-
tures from 0oC to 100oC as shown in Fig. 6. It can be 
seen from the figure that the transconductance of the 
OTA decreases with increasing temperature.

Figure 6: Temperature performance of the symmetri-
cal OTA with resistive compensation.

     (a)          (b)
Figure 3: a) Circuit symbol b) CMOS realization of a 
symmetrical OTA with extended transconductance 
bandwidth.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Transconductances of the symmetri-
cal OTA without and with resistive compensation (b) 
zoomed-in version.

The transconductance of the OTA can be adjusted by 
changing the biasing current IB. For values of biasing 
current 50 µA, 100 µA, 200 µA and 400 µA the trans-
conductance of the symmetrical OTA is 796.9 µA/V, 
925.4 µA/V, 986.5 µA/V and 1.02 mA/V, respectively. 
The dependence of transconductance on the value of 
compensation resistor is depicted in Fig. 5. In order to 
make the circuit suitable for analog integrated circuit 
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3 Filter application of the symmetrical 
OTA

A filter structure is proposed to demonstrate the ad-
vantage of using the resistive compensation tech-
nique. The proposed filter based on symmetrical OTA 
is given in Fig. 7.

Figure 7: Filter structure based on symmetrical OTA.
The proposed circuit can simultaneously realize low-
pass, high-pass, and band-pass filter functions. De-
pending on the voltage status of Vin1, Vin2, and Vin3, one 
of the following three filter functions is realized:
i)  Vin1 = Vin and Vin2 = Vin3 = 0, second order low-pass filter.
ii) Vin2 = Vin and Vin1 = Vin3 = 0, second order band-pass filter.
iii)  Vin3 = Vin and Vin1 = Vin2 = 0, second order high-pass filter.

Fig. 8 shows the gain-frequency responses of all filter 
structures designed for cutoff frequency of 3.25 MHz. 
The passive capacitor values are chosen as C1 = C2 = 
50 pF. Symmetrical OTAs with resistive compensation 
given in Fig 3b are used as active elements.

Figure 8: Gain-frequency responses of the symmetrical 
OTA based filter structures.

The gain-frequency responses of the low-pass filter 
based on symmetrical OTA with resistive compensa-
tion technique for the resistor values of 980 Ω and 1.25 
kΩ are shown in Fig. 9. The bandwidth of the filter is 
extended from 3.2 MHz to 3.9 MHz as shown in Fig. 9b 
and improved about 18%.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: (a) Gain-frequency responses of the low-pass 
filters based on symmetrical OTA with resistive com-
pensation (b) zoomed-in version.

4 Conclusion

In this study, a symmetrical OTA structure with extend-
ed transconductance bandwidth is proposed. Resis-
tive compensation technique is applied to the current 
mirrors of the OTA structure. Due to the use of resistive 
compensation, bandwidth of the symmetrical OTA is 
improved. Using resistors and matching them to the 
gm value adjusted using the biasing currents of the 
OTA, the bandwidth can be increased. Furthermore, 
the transconductance value of the OTA with resistive 
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compensation is simulated for the varied temperatures 
and the improved performance is demonstrated. Pas-
sive resistors can be replaced by MOS resistors in or-
der to make the circuit suitable for analog integration. 
Additionally, a low-pass filter circuit is realized with the 
proposed OTA and the gain-frequency response of the 
filter is analyzed. Bandwidth of the filter is extended by 
18%. The simulations of the symmetrical OTA and filter 
structures are performed with LTSPICE using 0.18 μm 
TSMC CMOS technology.
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